A Synergy of
Function and Design
Hyundai Tucson Accessories

Dressed for the occasion
Whether in the rugged countryside or in the hustle and bustle of
the city, your Hyundai Tucson will effortlessly take you along with
power and style. By fitting it with specifically designed Hyundai
accessories, you can tailor your Tucson to your personal tastes
and needs. Powerful and robust, elegant and sleek, versatile and
distinctive — Hyundai genuine accessories can give your Tucson
the royal attire it deserves.

Alloy Wheel Kit
Lightweight and stylish, these alloy wheels
enhance the individuality of your Tucson.
Part no.
E8400-2E000
Part no.
E8400-2E010
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7.5x17”

8x18”

Rear Spoiler Kit
This elegant rooftop spoiler
perfectly streamlines your
Tucson’s look.
Part no.
E8340-2E000..(**)
** Colour code

Radiator Grille

Part no.
E8380-2E000(**)
** Colour code

Mesh Kit,
Front Bumper
This chromed, stainless
steel mesh kit provides
your Tucson with a more
masculine, prestigious
look. Matches perfectly
with the radiator grille.
Part no.
E8390-2E000

Exterior Design Accessories

Add dignity and grandeur to
your Tucson’s image with
this stylish radiator grille.
Matches perfectly with the
front bumper mesh kit.

Skid Plate, Front
Part no.
E8395-2E000

Skid Plate, Rear
Part no.
E8396-2E000

Dress up your Tucson with a set
of robust looking skid plates.
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Side Step Kit
Part no.
E8650-2E000
Stainless steel side steps for
easier entry & exit, as well as
for convenient access to the roof.

Side Bar Set
Part no.
E8620-2E000
Besides facilitating entry to & exit
from the vehicle, these prominent
stainless steel bars accentuate
your Tucson’s robust,
powerful image.

Rear Bumper Decoration

Brushed stainless steel rear
bumper decoration adds a
stylish touch to your Tucson.
Part no.
E8455-2E000

Window Film Kit
This set of anthracite-coloured
window films provides you with
enhanced privacy inside your
Tucson and is just as effective
as originally installed privacy
glass.
Part no.
E8560-2E000
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Front Guard
Polyurethane front guard to
protect your Tucson’s front.
Part no.
E8600-2E100 (Unpainted)
E8600-2E100SI (Painted in black and silver)

Rear Guard Set
Part no.
E8660-2E000
Stainless steel rear guards to
protect your Tucson’s rear.

City Guard
Part no.
E8630-2E000
Stainless steel accents to add style
and distinction to your Tucson’s
bumpers.

City Protection, Front
Part no.
E8631-2E000
Same as above,
only for front bumper.

City Protection, Rear
Part no.
E8635-2E000
Same as above,
only for rear bumper.

Chrome strip to be applied to
the vehicle’s tailgate.
Part no.
E8370-2E000

Exterior Design Accessories

Chrome Strip
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DVD System
Keep your passengers
entertained during long
journeys with this handy
DVD system, fully
integrated into the roof.
Part no.
E9700-99000

Entry Guard,
Front Doors
Brushed stainless steel entry guards,
stamped with “Tucson” inscription for
that extra personalized touch.
Part no.
E8450-2E000

Entry Guard,
Rear Doors
Same as above.
Part no.
E8450-2E050
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Wood Grain Kit
Ergonomically shaped
while the wood-style
colouring gives more
warmth and comfort.
Part no.
08770-2E… (*)

Aluminium Look Kit
Ergonomically shaped while the
aluminum-style colouring gives
a sophisticated, modern feel.

* Please consult your local Hyundai dealer for
exact specifications and part numbers.

Gear Knob
This classy gear knob is
covered with leather for an
enhanced grip. Only for
manual transmission.
Part no.
08190-2C000

Interior Design Accessories

Part no.
08770-2E… (*)

Telephone Console
Stylishly integrate your mobile
phone into your Tucson’s cockpit
with this telephone console
covered in black artificial leather.
Part no.
E5550-2E000 (*) (For LHD)
E5550-2E900 (*) (For RHD)
* Please consult your local Hyundai dealer for
exact specifications.

Hands Free Kit*
Make phone calls while keeping
your hands free to focus on driving.
* Please consult your local Hyundai dealer for
exact specifications and part numbers.
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Crossbar Set
Part no.
E8300-2E000
Set of crossbars that allows you
to carry different types of cargo.
E8300-2E050
Set of stylish aluminium
crossbars that allows you to
carry different types of cargo.

Cruise Control System
This hi-tech electronic type cruise
control system helps you evade costly
speeding tickets.
Part no.
E9600-2E000

Towbar, Fixed
Part no.
E6000-2E000 (*) (Not shown)
Requires Towbar Wiring Kit.

Towbar, Detachable
Part no.
E6100-2E000 (*)
Requires Towbar Wiring Kit.

Towbar Wiring Kit
Part no.
E9190-2E… (*) (Not shown)
* Please consult your local Hyundai dealer
for exact specifications.
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Keyless Entry Kit*

Lower Spring Kit

No fumbling with keys: this set of
2 remote controls makes (un-)locking
your Tucson easier than ever.

Lowers your Tucson by 30mm,
enhancing its appearance and
handling capability.

Part no.
E9200-2E000

Part no.
E5460-2E000

* Only for vehicles without standard keyless entry.

Textile Floor Mat,
Needlefelt

Textile Floor Mat,
Velours

Part no.
E8130-2E000 (For LHD)
Full set.
E8131-2E000 (For LHD)
Front only.
E8130-2E900 (For RHD)
Full set.
Set of quality rubber floor mats to
protect your Tucson’s interior.

Part no.
E8140-2E050
“Velours” quality floor mats
increase the luxurious looks of
your Tucson’s interior besides
protecting it.

Functional Accessories

Part no.
E8140-2E000
“Needlefelt” quality floor
mats provide elementary
interior protection.

Rubber Floor Mat

Bumper Moulding Set
Designed to protect your
Tucson’s bumper corners
from damage.
Part no.
E8670-2E000

Side Moulding Set
Side mouldings with name
badge protect your doors
from dents.
Part no.
E8680-2E000 (GL models)
E8680-2E100 (GLS models)
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Cargo Separator
Part no.
E7175-2E000

Cargo Separator
Sub Frame
Part no.
E7175-2E050

Separate your Tucson’s boot from
the passenger compartment with
this sturdy cargo separator for
the upper half of the boot.The
sub frame completes the cargo
separator and is inserted into the
lower half of the boot. (Must be
used with the main frame.)

Wind Deflector Kit
Part no.
E8880-2E000

Fog Lamp Kit
Part no.
08540-2E... (*) (For LHD)
08540-2E... (*) (for RHD)
* Please consult your local Hyundai dealer for
exact specifications and part numbers.

This stylish set of lamps greatly
increases your safety during mist
and fog.

Temperature Sensor
Integrated into your radio
display, this sensor accurately
measures the temperature
inside and outside your Tucson.
Part no.
E9900-99000
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Boot/Trunk Liner
Anti-slip Mat
Part no.
E8570-2E000
Waterproof anti-slip mat in your boot
protects your Tucson from dirt while
keeping your goods in place.

Boot/Trunk Liner
Heavy Duty Tray
Part no.
E8570-2E050
Heavy duty tray fits neatly in your
Tucson’s boot while protecting it
from dirt and keeping even large or
heavy goods in place.

Part no.
E8230-2E000

Bicycle Carrier
Extension Kit
Part no.
E8235-3A000

Lightweight aluminum carrier for 2
bicycles (must be attached to the
tailgate). Extension kit increases
carrying capacity to 3 bicycles.

Functional Accessories

Bicycle Carrier
(Tailgate)

Parking Aid System
Consisting of 4 bumper-mounted
sensors, the system protects
your Tucson from damage while
parking by emitting audible and
visible signs.
Part no.
E9800-2E000
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